
Grade Level(s)

Overview

Objective(s)

(K)new Ideas

Value of Hawai‘i 3: Growing & Sustaining our Community

Standard(s)
Nā Hopena A’o: 
• Sense of Belonging
• Sense of Responsibility
• Sense of Total Well-Being
• Sense of Hawai`i

Developed by Justine Nakagawa

Students will be driven by the idea of hulihia. Through this module students will learn the 
fundamentals of growing plants and also take ownership and pride in beautifying our grade-level 

courtyard. Further down the line it is the hope that they will be able to take the skills they have learned 
to take on a mentorship role in order to train the incoming 8th graders. From there they could also share 

their knowledge with their families and help to grow and sustain our Ewa Beach community.
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Participants will:
• research, grow, harvest, and disseminate plants in 

our school and community
• exercise the mind, body, and spirit to achieve 

total well-being while doing yard work in our 
outdoor courtyard

• develop a sense of belonging through working 
together with their peers

• cultivate responsibility and hold one another  
accountable in order to keep their plant alive

• focus on growing native plants and researching 
their history and properties to achieve a greater 
sense of Hawai’i and its value

Students will start this module by sharing their 
different experiences that have shaped them 
thus far in their lives. While sharing, they would 
find both similarities and differences and 
emphasized the idea of acceptance. From this 
students will be introduced to the idea of a 
“hulihia” and how their experiences, actions, 
and choices affect their future. Once they 
begin working in the garden, students will 
broaden their understanding of different 
plants, how to plant them, how to grow them, 
how to help them if something goes wrong, 
how to harvest them, and what to do with 
them once they are harvested.

Pre-Lesson
• Students reflected on their physical, emotional, and social struggles as a part of our SEL advisory unit
• Students were introduced to our team’s garden project “Ho’ola 4 Ewa” (Healing of Ewa)
• They filled out the KW part of a KWL board based on their knowledge of gardening with the intent of 

finishing the L at the end of the unit
• Students then researched plants they would want to grow and presented it via Google Slides
• They also created interview questions and interviewed the current Gr. 7 to get their input on garden 

ideas (rationale: these students would be the ones to take over the garden eventually)



Activities & Procedures
ACTIVITIES:

Day 1 

• Whole class (5 minutes): Students are introduced to the word 
“hulihia”. They are provided its definition and read an excerpt 
from Noelani Goodyear-Ka’ōpua’s piece, Kū’oko’a from “Value of 
Hawai’i 3”

• Independent Time (2 min think time + 5 min free write): Students 
fill in a jamboard of the hulihia in their own lives

• Whole class (7 min): Analyze the responses and find trends
• Whole class (10 min): Connect the concept of “hulihia” to their 

current time as 8th graders on the cusp of moving to high school. 
Introduce the garden project and how it could connect to a  
positive hulihia experience

• Example: In my class, any student cited social struggles and 
being stuck inside during quarantine. We talked about how 
the garden as a way to get outside, get our bodies moving 
and in shape, and in building connections with one another 
through the process. We also talked about how it could help 
them to be better people and more equipped for  
self-sustainability in the future 

Day 2

• Students began their gardening journey by building  
biodegradable newspaper pots

• Whole class (10 min): Reviewed agenda and watched a Youtube 
video on how to make the pots

• Independent time / Guided assistance (~ 50 min): Students made 
3 pots each. They were allowed to work in groups and were  
assisted by the UH West O’ahu students in the education  
program.

 
Day 3

• Plant Research
• Students were assigned to a crop (crops were chosen based on 

the student presentation the “pre-lesson” as well as data  
gathered from the 7th graders)

• In groups, students researched and filled out a hyperdoc
• Student hyperdocs were printed and laminated to be used as 

reference throughout the process

Day 4

• Students planted their crops into their newspaper pots

Resource(s) 
& Materials

VOH3 Chapters:

“Kū’oko’a” by Noelani  
Goodyear-Ka’ōpua

“E Pū Pa’akai Kākou”
by Charlie Reppun

“The State of our Starch”
by Noa Kekuewa Lincoln

“Food of Our Future Grows from 
Seeds of Our Past”

by Staff at Kua’aina Ulu ‘Auamo

https://valueofhawaii.wordpress.com/2021/01/28/noelani-goodyear-ka%ca%bbopua/
https://valueofhawaii.wordpress.com/2021/01/28/noelani-goodyear-ka%ca%bbopua/
https://valueofhawaii.wordpress.com/2021/01/31/charlie-reppun/
https://valueofhawaii.wordpress.com/2021/01/31/noa-kekuewa-lincoln/
https://valueofhawaii.wordpress.com/2021/01/31/staff-at-kua%ca%bbaina-ulu-%ca%bbauamo/


Activities & Procedures (continued)
ACTIVITIES:

Day 5+ 

• Students watered their plants throughout the week and also worked on digging out the old planter 
beds in our school courtyard to make room for future native plants (crops could not be grown here due 
to potable water from the sprinklers)

• If a student was absent, other students in their group would take over watering and maintenance
• If a plant did not make it, students discarded the plant into a planter to be reabsorbed into the soil. 

Then they took their empty pot and replated. For some plants, we needed to rethink the crop and 
found a local variety in the hopes it would take better

• Students did this with the help of UH West O’ahu students assist with monitoring, heavy lifting, and  
coordination of our 8th graders. At times, they also have conversations with the students to build  
rapport.

Part II

• Day 1 (Slides 19 - 24): Students are brought back to the idea of hulihia at the beginning of quarter 2
• Whole Class (5 min) Students reflect on the new quarter as a chance to improve based on quarter 

1 weakness and strengths.
• Whole class (8 min) Then students watch the video “Hawai’i 78 song Across Hawai’i - Playing for 

Change Collaboration” by Mana Maoli. This video uses the song Hawai’i 78 to get its listeners to 
think about the current state of Hawaii and whether we believe our ancestors would be proud or  
devastated

• Independent Time (15 min) Students filled in the hulihia jamboard reflecting on who they are now 
and where they  want to be. Then they were challenged to think about the Hawai’i they want to 
cultivate

• Whole Class (10 min) - Share out of student posts and analysis of trends

E(VALUE)ation of Learning

Students will develop the following values:
• Belonging: Through shared struggles and success, students will 

bond with one another and I as a teacher will use it to foster  
acceptance, understanding, and empathy.

• Responsibility: Students will need to take accountability for their 
crop. They will need to water it daily, research when problems  
appear and find ways to maintain the health of their plant. At the 
same time, they must also stay on top of their grades and  
coursework.

• Excellence: Eventually, crops will be cultivated for seedling  
giveaways and will need to be in peak condition for our future  
recipients

• Aloha (Teamwork & Mentorship): Students will show the aloha spirit 
by working with one another to grow their plants and revitalize our 
courtyard. Students will also be asked to mentor the incoming 8th 
graders in the 4th quarter.

Students will show a deepened value of Hawai’i through their:
• commitment to the team garden
• continued input into its transformation
• Google Form reflections presented in the student evidence  

below

Resource(s) 
& Materials

Materials Needed
A. Google Classrooom

B. Google Slides Lesson + Picture 
Evidence

C. Student Plant Brainstorming 
Template

D. Jamboard
E. Hawai’i 78 Music Video

F. Newspaper Pot DIY video
G. Newspaper

H. Soil
I. Cups (for water)

J. Seeds
K. Plant Hyperdoc

L. SeeSaw for journaling plant 
progress

M. Material list (ongoing) as new 
problems with the plants arise 

and we begin to expand

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1HXNywPvgColnOQ8YlcQzlzUzwz7PAsFL7Vi3o-uWYfA/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1HXNywPvgColnOQ8YlcQzlzUzwz7PAsFL7Vi3o-uWYfA/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1JrOxefIFQpkQE2WgUzQVkTw8c6P_7i7_Oup76vKR1-U/copy#slide=id.ge819a322a5_0_0
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1JrOxefIFQpkQE2WgUzQVkTw8c6P_7i7_Oup76vKR1-U/copy#slide=id.ge819a322a5_0_0
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1hejiAUoApxTx8T9e5BVuKyb24GVd-OQYsM7biZfYz58/viewer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HVuvKIFa6kc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7dlGQP81yfo
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12vzsXgpiLPntRw2UPonhSHnW-aHcNV4-DBa3iemU_OA/copy

